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Vienna

I focused my attention on exploring the city in my free time. 

Vienna has a very large spectrum of museums. Admission to 

many attractions is expensive, so if someone prefers to see 

museums like me, the museum card „Bundesmuseencard” will 

make it easier to use the offers. The card costs 66 euros and is 

valid for one year.



Food 

Käsekrainer Hot dog

Wienerschnittzel Wienerspritze Cardinalschnitte

The cheapest stores are Penny and Hoff, the others not necessarily. Prices are 

different from point to point. For example, for a slice of pizza you can pay from 

1.5 to 2 €, and for a kebab 5-6 €.



Public transport

Public transport is very well organized, 
especially by the underground . The lines of 
individual underground stops are enriched 
with colors, e.g. red U1 or green - U4, which 
further facilitates movement. Timetables 
also include changes in individual stops to 
another underground, tram or bus. Also, 
tickets include both the simultaneous use of 
these above-mentioned means of transport.



Tripps in Vienna



Schönbrunn Palace



Prater

Ferris wheel „Riesenrad” is the main attraction of the Prater Park and 
recognizable by tourists. Merry-go-round  it was built on the occasion of 
the coronation of Emperor Franz Joseph in 1897. Free admission.

Prices:

o vary widely; can range from 1 to 20 Euro



Haus des Meeres



Trips in Vienna

District Heating 

Plant



Albertina



Belveder



Chamber of Habsburg treasures



Museum of Military

History

Admission costs 5€



Kunst Muzeum



Technical Museum



Hunderwasserhaeuser
• Admission free

• One of the main attractions of Vienna to see.



MAC



Clinics & Work
The practice is not paid, and the number of hours is 10 hours and a 

half, where half an hour is a break. The internship mainly consists of 

working as a veterinary technician.

Mostly the intern spends time in the hospital, in the operating room, 

in ultrasound, in the ambulance.



Good atmosphere – new Family


